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	Linux Debugging and Performance Tuning : Tips and Techniques, 9780131492479 (0131492470), Prentice Hall, 2005
This is the definitive guide to Linux software debugging and  performance optimization at both the kernel and application levels. Using  extensive Linux code examples, Steve Best systematically introduces open source  tools and best-practice techniques for delivering bug-free, well-tuned code.

Drawing on his exceptional experience optimizing Linux systems  for IBM, Best covers issues ranging from memory management and I/O to system  processes and kernel bug messages. You'll walk through real debugging sessions,  discovering the strategies experts use to debug even the most complex  application- and kernel-related problems. You'll master sophisticated profiling  techniques for identifying and resolving bottlenecks more quickly and learn how  to capture the right data in the event of trouble. Coverage includes

	
    Bottleneck identification

    
	
    Code coverage

    
	
    Debuggers: gdb, kgdb, and KDB

    
	
    And more...

    


Linux® Debugging and Performance  Tuning will be indispensable for every developer who needs to supercharge  the Linux kernel and applications, and for every administrator and support  specialist who must resolve Linux reliability or performance issues.
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OpenCV 3.x with Python By Example: Make the most of OpenCV and Python to build applications for object recognition and augmented reality, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the techniques for object recognition, 3D reconstruction, stereo imaging, and other computer vision applications using examples on different functions of OpenCV.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to apply complex visual effects to images with OpenCV 3.x and Python
	
			Extract...




		

Playing with Infinity: Mathematical Explorations and ExcursionsDover Publications, 1976
Popular account ranges from counting to mathematical logic and covers the many mathematical concepts that relate to infinity: graphic representation of functions; pairings and other combinations; prime numbers; logarithms and circular functions; formulas, analytical geometry; infinite lines, complex numbers, expansion in the power series;...

		

Windows XP Gigabook for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
“…without doubt the most comprehensive…absolutely superb…9 out of 10…” (Indie Magazine, August 2004)
    “…something of a bargain…easy-to-follow…” (PC Utilities, July 2004)     

       Weighing in at over 900 pages and priced under $40, this...





	

The General Theory of Relativity: A Mathematical ApproachCambridge University Press, 2021

	The book aims to expound the general theory of relativity with a mathematical point of view. Catering to the needs of postgraduate students and researchers in the field of astrophysics and mathematical physics, it offers the readers a comprehensive understanding of the advanced topics of the subject matter. It specifically discusses the...

		

Combinatorial Algorithms: 22th International Workshop, IWOCA 2011Springer, 2012

	This volume contains the papers presented at IWOCA 11: the 22nd International


	Workshop on Combinatorial Algorithms


	 


	The 22nd IWOCA was held July 20–22, 2011 on the green and spacious campus of the University of Victoria (UVic), itself located on green and spacious Vancouver...


		

Deploying Rails Applications: A Step-by-Step Guide (Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
First you'll learn how to build out your shared, virtual, or dedicated host. Then, you'll see how to build your applications for production and deploy them with one step, every time. Deploying Rails Applications will take you from a simple shared host through a highly scalable clustered and balanced setup with Nginx.
  See how to tell whether...
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